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This paper proposes a design optimization method for 
machine products that is based on the decomposition of 
performance characteristics, or alternatively, extraction of 
simpler characteristics, to accommodate the specific features or 
difficulties of a particular design problem. The optimization 
problem is expressed using hierarchical constructions of the 
decomposed and extracted characteristics and the optimizations 
are sequentially repeated, starting with groups of characteristics 
having conflicting characteristics at the lowest hierarchical 
level and proceeding to higher levels. The proposed method not 
only effectively enables achieving optimum design solutions, 
but also facilitates deeper insight into the design optimization 
results, and aids obtaining ideas for breakthroughs in the 
optimum solutions. An applied example is given to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Machine product designs commonly have so many 
mutually related characteristics that the results of applied 
optimization techniques, i.e. the detailed features of the 
optimized design solutions, are often difficult to comprehend. 
Design optimization problems tend to yield numerous local 
optimum solutions, and when mathematical optimization 
methods are normally used, local optimum solutions near initial 
design variable values are often obtained. That is, the particular 
optimum solution greatly depends on the initial values of the 
design variables. Furthermore, optimization methods should not 
simply be used to obtain “final” design solutions to the problem 
at hand, but should have a higher aim, namely to effectively 
and rationally obtain candidate design solutions for further ttps://proceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org on 06/29/2019 Terms of design investigations and improvement. When this higher 
purpose is implemented, the information and knowledge 
obtained by a given design optimization can be used as 
investigational data for further design improvements. A deeper 
and more evolved understanding of the features of the design 
characteristics, and the rules governing their interrelationships, 
can subsequently enable improved formulations of the design 
problem that ultimately yield superior design solutions. 
This paper proposes a machine products design 
optimization method based on a hierarchical arrangement of 
characteristics, in order to more effectively obtain optimum 
design solutions. In the proposed method, first, each 
performance characteristic of the group of product 
performances at the highest hierarchical level is decomposed 
into simpler basic characteristics, according to the structure of 
the characteristics. Alternatively, simpler characteristics are 
extracted from performance characteristics to accommodate the 
specific features or difficulties of the particular design problem. 
Next, the relationships among the characteristics are 
systematically identified and clarified. Then, based on this 
clarification, the optimization problem is expressed using 
hierarchical constructions of these basic characteristics. The 
optimizations are sequentially repeated, starting with groups of 
characteristics at the lowest hierarchical level and proceeding to 
higher levels, using a common mathematical programming 
method that is hierarchically applied and manipulated. 
The proposed method makes it possible to examine the 
correspondence between the final relationships of the design 
criteria at the highest hierarchical level and details in Pareto 
solutions obtained in lower levels. The optimized results can be 
examined in detail at each level of the hierarchical optimization 1 Copyright © 2004 by ASME 
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Downproblem, using the data stored at each hierarchical level. This 
enables deeper insights into the results of the design 
optimizations, and reveals and clarifies the essential 
characteristics and pivotally important points of the design 
formulation. 
The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated 
using an example of a structural machine model incorporating 
joints. 
2. BACKGROUND  
Today, product design environments operate under 
increasingly severe constraints, where many performance 
characteristics must be included in the product optimization 
process. Recent advances in research have been made, where 
optimization based on the decomposition of large-scale systems 
into substructures has used matrices to express the relationships 
between criteria and design variables. As for Multidisciplinary 
Optimization (MDO), research has been carried out since the 
beginning of the 1980s, with numerous applications to complex 
aeronautical design problems having a large number of design 
variables and criteria. Sobieski [1], one of the pioneer MDO 
researchers, presented a method in 1982 in which a complex 
design problem was decomposed into simpler sub-problems, 
each having a smaller number of design variables. This is 
assumed to mark the start of MDO research, and subsequent 
research efforts have focused on methods for decomposing 
large-scale systems and hierarchically expressing the resulting 
sub-problems. 
McCulley and Bloebaum [2][3] decomposed large-scale 
systems by using a Design Structure Matrix (DSM) that 
Steward [4] had proposed in 1981. In 1987, Kusiak et al. [5] 
proposed an optimization method whereby a system is 
decomposed by applying Group Technology to MDO, and the 
relationship between the design variables and criteria is 
expressed via a matrix [6]. For the most part, Kusiak’s 
technique focused on shortening the design process, and 
simplifying scheduling and production management. 
Papalambros et al. [7] decomposed a large-scale system 
using Kusiak’s research concepts, expressing the relations 
between the design variables and criteria via an overall matrix, 
and then extracted design variables common to the global 
problem. Later on, Papalambros’s optimization method was 
improved so that the system could be decomposed using 
graphical representations [8]. 
This paper builds on design optimization methodologies 
based on decomposition of performance characteristics and 
construction of hierarchical optimization problems, as proposed 
by Yoshimura and Nomura [9], and Yoshimura, Izui, and 
Komori [10]. Those papers emphasize an important merit that 
such methodologies provide, namely that they enable the 
realization of desired design solutions in limited time frames. 
This paper focuses upon further important advantages inherent 
in the methods proposed here, particularly the utilization of 
optimized results to obtain further design improvements.  
loaded From: https://proceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org on 06/29/2019 Terms of The Feasible Direction Method, a popularly used 
mathematical programming method, is used for the 
optimization in the methods proposed in this paper. 
3. HIERARCHICAL CONSTRUCTION OF PRODUCT 
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS BASED ON 
DECOMPOSITION OF PERFORMANCE 
CHARACTERISTICS AND EXTRACTION OF SIMPLER 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Characteristics expressing product performance are here 
included in the objective functions when the multiobjective 
optimization problem is formulated and such characteristics are 
called “performance characteristics.” When each characteristic 
in a group of characteristics has individually different optimum 
design solutions, the characteristics of the group will have 
conflicting interrelationships during the optimization of the 
system as a whole. Generally, groups of characteristics included 
in the objective functions have conflicting interrelationships.   
(i) Hierarchical construction of product design 
optimization problems 
In the first stage of the proposed optimization method, each 
performance characteristic in the group of product 
performances is decomposed into simpler basic characteristics 
according to its structure. Alternatively, simpler characteristics 
are extracted from performance characteristics, to 
accommodate the specific features or difficulties of the 
particular design problem. While the meanings of “extraction” 
and “decomposition” are similar, decomposition is used here 
when the original characteristics are relatively simple, while 
extraction becomes necessary when the original characteristics 
are more complex. 
The decomposition and extraction techniques are 
sequentially applied until the characteristics become 
sufficiently simple to use in the next stage of the procedure. 
The extraction of characteristics is conducted according to 
examination and analyses of the original characteristics and 
during this process, certain characteristics may be effectively 
simplified. The extraction process is often the same as the 
decomposition of characteristics, but this is not always the case. 
Here, extracted characteristics must have monotonous features, 
where larger or smaller values are always preferable. The 
extracted characteristics are placed in hierarchical levels that 
are below those of the original characteristics. The decomposed 
or extracted characteristics are here simply called 
“characteristics” to distinguish them from performance 
characteristics. 
Next, the relationships among the characteristics are 
systematically identified and clarified. Then, based on this 
clarification, the optimization problem is expressed using 
hierarchical constructions of these characteristics and the 
design variables related to the most basic characteristics. 
In this research, the decomposed or extracted 
characteristics and design variables are ordered in a hierarchical 
structure, creating a hierarchical display of system components, 
based on the clarification of input and output relationships 2 Copyright © 2004 by ASME 
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Dowamong the components comprising the system. This ultimately 
provides an easily understandable global view of the system as 
a whole, such as is shown in Fig.1. The construction of 
optimization strategies is then based on this global structural 
model. 
(ii) Basic optimization unit group 
Characteristics on the same hierarchical level have 
different input variables. The set of characteristics sharing 























Figure 1 Hierarchical construction of the optimization 
problem and determination of basic optimization units 
 
 
In Fig.1, characteristics 7f  and 8f  have common design 
variables, namely vector 1d , while characteristics 9f  and 
10f  have common design variables, vector 2d . In such cases, 
7f  and 8f , and 9f  and 10f  are respectively unified as 
basic optimum unit groups. 3f  and 4f  have common input 
variables, namely 7f , 8f , 9f  and 10f . In such cases, 3f  
and 4f  are unified as a basic optimization unit group at a 
higher hierarchical level. Characteristics existing in the same 
basic optimization unit group are essentially simultaneously 
optimized as a multiobjective optimization problem. If the 
characteristics existing at the same hierarchical level can be 
further subdivided into groups that can be independently 
treated, convergence to unfavorable local optima can be 
avoided while optimization is simultaneously conducted for 
each divided group. Optimizations start at the bottom level of 
the basic optimization unit groups, for example, 7f  and 8f , 
and then proceed to higher levels. Basic optimization units 
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Figure 2   Transmission of Pareto solutions to upper levels 
 
(iii) Transferring Pareto optimum solutions into upper 
hierarchical levels 
The Pareto optimum design solutions obtained in a basic 
optimization unit group are included in the input variables for 
the optimization of basic optimization unit groups located at 
higher levels along the decomposition path, as shown in Fig.2. 
Here, design solutions at discrete points on the Pareto optimum 
solution set are transferred for use in upper level optimizations. 
In a case where a single characteristic exists in the basic 
optimization unit group, if a unique optimum solution is 
obtained at this level point, the solution is transferred to the 
adjoining upper level optimization process as input variables. 
The Pareto optimum solutions obtained by each optimization 
are added, one after another, to obtain Pareto optimum solutions 
for the whole basic optimization unit group. Finally, the Pareto 
optimum solutions at the top hierarchical level are achieved. 
Product designers can then utilize a wide range of alternative 
designs based on the top Pareto optimum solution set, enabling 
design decisions from a wider viewpoint. Consideration of the 
product design requirements is based on the environment where 
the product will be used, so the most suitable design solution 
can be selected from among a number of Pareto optimum 
design solutions. 
In the proposed method, solutions included in Pareto 
optimum solution sets of the lower hierarchical levels are all 
assumed to be potentially useful inputs for optimization in the 
next hierarchical level. Appropriate settings for the initial 
values of the design variables facilitate the step-wise procedure 
of the hierarchical optimization strategies, and optimum 
solutions can then be effectively obtained. 
……Basic optimization units
…… Characteristic
Transfer data and create 
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OPTIMIZATION 
The results derived from the design optimization are only 
solutions obtained based on the initially given formulations. 
Even if multidisciplinary optimizations are applied, it is 
impossible to include all product design factors in the initial 
formulations. Optimization methods should not simply be used 
just to obtain final design solutions to the problem at hand, but 
also to effectively and rationally obtain candidate design 
solutions for further design investigations and improvement. 
Thus, the information and knowledge obtained by the design 
optimization should ideally be used as investigational data for 
further design improvements. 
One of the advantages of the hierarchical optimization 
method proposed here is that it allows explicit investigation of 
Pareto optimum solutions at the lower hierarchical levels, 
leading to deeper insight into the results of design optimization 
and improved optimization formulations so that superior design 
solutions can be obtained. Designers can assess the 
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level of the optimization, and a design point on a Pareto 
optimum solution set at a lower hierarchical level.  
Fig.3 shows the correspondence of various design solution 
points on the Pareto optimum solution set curves at different 
hierarchical levels. In Fig.3, BOU1 is composed of 
characteristics 1f  and 2f , while BOU2 and BOU3 are at the 
next lowest hierarchical level and below BOU2, there are the 
BOU4 and BOU5 groups. Point G1 on the BOU1 Pareto 
optimum solution curve corresponds to both point G2 on the 
BOU2 Pareto optimum solution curve and point G3 on the 
BOU3 Pareto optimum solution curve. Furthermore, at the 
lowest hierarchical level, point G1 corresponds to point G4 in 
BOU4, point G5 in BOU5, point G6 in BOU6, and point G7 in 
BOU7. Such detailed clarification of corresponding design 
points is a useful and important feature of the proposed method. 
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and machining methods are present in lower hierarchical levels, 
continuously connected Pareto optimum solution sets may be 
obtained for each discrete design variable. Thus, the 
correspondence of a design solution on the Pareto optimum 
solution set at the highest hierarchical level to design points at 
lower hierarchical levels can be systematically identified and 
then utilized. Pareto optimum solution sets at lower hierarchical 
levels also can be reused as databases for future design 
optimization of products having similar lower hierarchical level 
units. 
The reasons why construction of hierarchical optimization 
problems based on conflicting relationships of characteristics 
yields an improvement in performance characteristics are as 
follows. 
In Fig.3, given the conflicting relationship of the essential 
characteristics 9f  and 10f  at the lowest hierarchical level of 
the optimization problem, the breakthrough design alternative 
that yields the improved Pareto optimum solution shown by the 
dashed line R'S' can now be considered. When the new 109 / ff  
Pareto optimum solution is applied during further optimization, 
a new, enhanced Pareto optimum solution line for performance 
characteristics 1f  and 2f  at the highest hierarchical level is 
obtained, indicated by the dashed line P'Q'. Point G5' in BOU5 
at the lowest level shows an improvement relative to point G5 
on the original Pareto optimum solution line. Point G5' 
corresponds to point G1' at the top hierarchical level BOU1. 
The improvement level with respect to the original point G1 on 
the Pareto optimum solution at the highest level can then be 
evaluated. 
In this manner, when a new product design goal is given, the 
improvement levels required at each hierarchical design stage 
can be estimated based on the relationships between the criteria 
of the overall product design system and the characteristics at 
the lower hierarchical levels. In the proposed method, the 
relationships between the criteria of the whole product design 
system and the characteristics at the lower hierarchical levels 
are explicitly evaluated. 
The details of the optimization procedures depend on the 
specifics of the applied problem, and such are explained next 
for the applied example. Similar applied problems generally 
have an analogous hierarchical construction of optimization 
problems, so that these procedures can be widely applied in 
current design fields. 
5. EXPLANATION OF PROCEDURES IN AN EXAMPLE 
APPLICATION 
Fig.4 shows a model corresponding to the main structure of a 
machine tool composed of structural members and joints. An 
external force F  corresponding to a cutting force is applied 
between points A  and B , and the relative displacement X  
between these points is evaluated and represents the accuracy 
of the product performances. The static compliance Sf  is 
obtained by FX / . The manufacturing cost includes the  
oaded From: https://proceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org on 06/29/2019 Terms of material cost of the structural members and the machining cost 























Figure 4    Applied example model 
 
 
The maximum receptance frequency response maxr  is 
approximately obtained from the following equation [11]: 
ς2max
sfar ≅  
where ς  is the damping ratio which is here assumed to be a 
certain constant value, and a  is also assumed to be a constant 
value, such as 0.7. 
The optimum solutions pertaining to design variables vd  
that minimize the maximum value of the receptance frequency 
response are close to the design variable values of sd  that 
minimize the static compliance. Hence sd  can be used as 
initial design variables for the optimization of vd . 
The structural model consists of five structural members 
and four joints. Each structural member has square cross 
sectional shape as shown in Fig.5(a). Each joint has a contact 
surface shape as shown in Fig.5. 
Fig.6 shows the receptance frequency response at the 
cutting point. To maximize the dynamic stability of machine 
tools, the maximum receptance frequency maxr  at the cutting 
point should be minimized. 
The design variables are the cross-sectional dimensions of 
each structural member, denoted Md , and the surface 
roughness of each joint, denoted Jd . Fig.7 shows the 
arrangement of the hierarchical optimization where the 
groupings of characteristics into basic optimization units are 
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Downfrom BOU1 corresponds to an extraction of simpler 
characteristics, while construction of BOU3 and BOU4 from 





































Figure 6  Receptance frequency response 
 
 
At the highest hierarchical level, BOU1, the group of 
characteristics includes the maximum receptance frequency and 
the total manufacturing cost and the Pareto optimum solution 
set for minimization of the maximum receptance frequency and 
the total manufacturing cost is obtained there. At the next 
lowest level, BOU2, the characteristics include the static 
compliance and the total manufacturing cost. The static 
compliance depends on the joint rigidities and the rigidity of 
the structural members themselves. 
There are two groups of characteristics at the lowest 
hierarchical level, BOU5 and BOU6. BOU5 includes the total 
structural rigidity Mk  and the total structural weight MW  
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Figure 7 Hierarchical construction of the optimization 
problem and determination of Basic optimization units (BOU) 
 
 
The design optimization problem includes two types of 
design variable: the cross-sectional widths of each structural 
member, and the surface roughness of each joint's contact 
surface. BOU5 is dedicated to optimization of the 
cross-sectional widths of each structural member, while BOU6 
deals with the surface roughness of each joint's contact surface. 
During BOU5 optimization, both maximization of the total 
structural member rigidity under the constraint of the total 
structural weight, and minimization of the total structural 
weight under the constraint of the total structural member 
rigidity usually yield one local optimum solution. Hence the 
Pareto optimum solution at the lowest level can be 
unconditionally obtained. This also holds true for optimization 
of BOU6. 
In the middle hierarchical level, BOU3 contains 
characteristics for the total structural rigidity Mk  and total 
material cost MC . BOU4 includes the joint rigidity of the total 
structure Jk , and the total machining cost JC . 
Here, for the purposes of simplification, it is assumed that 
joint rigidity can be obtained from the surface roughness of the 
contact area of the joint, based on Kragelskii’s contact surface 
Structural member variable 5Structural member variable 4
Structural member variable 3Structural member variable 2
BOU 1
Maximum frequency response rmax
Total manufacturing cost  CT
BOU 2
Static compliance fs
Total manufacturing cost  CT
Structural member variable 1
BOU 5
Total structural member rigidity   kM
Total structural weight   WM
BOU 3
Total structural member rigidity   kM
Total material cost CM
Joint variable 4




Machining cost  per unit  surface  cu
BOU 4
Total structure joint rigidity  kJ
Total machining cost  CJ6 Copyright © 2004 by ASME 
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contact portion [11]. Thus, joint rigidity decreases as the 






































Figure 9  Pareto optimum solution line in BOU3 
 
 
The Pareto optimum solution line for Mk  and MW  is 
shown by the solid line in Fig.8. N  points, iP  
),...,2,1( Ni = , are set on the Pareto optimum solution line at 
certain intervals. The Pareto optimum solution line for Mk  
and MC  is shown by the solid line in Fig.9. The total material 
cost MC  is obtained by multiplying the material cost per unit 
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JC  is obtained in BOU4, as shown in Fig.10. The Pareto 
optimum solution set in BOU6, for minimization of the surface 
roughness maxR  and minimization of the machining cost per 
unit area uc , shown in Fig.11, is used to obtain the BOU4 
Pareto optimum solution line. 
The total rigidity of the structural model Tk  is obtained 
from the joint rigidity of the total structure, Jk , and the total 
structural rigidity Mk . The static compliance Sf  is obtained 
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DownloThe Pareto optimum solution line for the static compliance 
Sf  and the total manufacturing cost TC  corresponding to 
point iP  in BOU5 is plotted in Fig.12. Similar procedures are 
conducted for N  points of Fig.8. The Pareto optimum 
solution line for Sf  and TC  is obtained as shown by the 
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The solution of the minimization of maxr  under the constraint 
of the upper limit of TC  at point jQ  is solved using the 
design solutions at point jQ as the initial design variables. The 
solutions on the Pareto optimum solutions between maxr  and 
TC  are obtained as shown in Fig.13. Smooth Pareto optimum 
solution set lines can be obtained by interpolation between 
adjacent points. 
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 
method, the results obtained by a conventional method, where 
the performance characteristics (objective functions at the 
highest level) are simultaneously optimized by the feasible 
direction method but without using the proposed hierarchical 
optimization procedures, are shown by the thin line and 
compared with results obtained by the proposed method (shown 
with the thicker line).  
In Fig.13, design solution point G1 on the BOU1 Pareto 
optimum solution line at the highest hierarchical level was 
selected to demonstrate the potential for further design 
improvements arising from the breakthrough enabled by the 
proposed optimization method. Design solution G1 corresponds 
to points G5 and G6 on the lowest hierarchical level Pareto 
optimum solution lines, as shown in Fig.8 and Fig.11, 
respectively. 
Usually it is difficult to find avenues for potential design 
improvement by just looking at the performance characteristics 
and the complex relationships of their features. However, 
examination of the characteristics and the relationships of their 
Pareto optimum solution sets at lower hierarchical levels, 
especially the lowest level, is apt to be far more fruitful. By 
focusing on these simpler features, it becomes easier to gain 
insight into the crux of the design problem and discover ideas 
that ultimately yield better designs. 
The Pareto optimum solution for the rigidity of the 
structural members and the weight of the structural members 
are the most fundamental and well-known relationships in the 
structural optimization field. Thus it is relatively easy to find 
ideas that permit breakthroughs in the Pareto optimum solution 
of these characteristics. 
By changing the cross-sectional shape of the structural 
members from a solid square type shown in Fig.5(a) to the box 
type shown in Fig.5(b), a different Pareto optimum solution set 
was obtained, as shown by the dotted line in Fig.8 for BOU5 at 
the lowest hierarchical level. As a result, an improved Pareto 
optimum solution line at the highest hierarchical level was 
obtained, which is shown by the dotted line in Fig.13. 
Regarding BOU6, improvement in the Pareto optimum 
solution line for the surface roughness and the machining cost 
per unit area is required. Here, when a new machine tool was 
used for machining the contact surfaces, a new Pareto optimum 
solution line shown by the dashed line in Fig.11 was obtained. 
Using this improved Pareto optimum solution line, similar 
optimization procedures were conducted from the lowest level 
to the highest, resulting in the improved Pareto optimum 8 Copyright © 2004 by ASME 
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Downsolution line at the highest hierarchical level shown by the 
dashed line in Fig.13. 
6. DISCUSSION 
Decomposition of characteristics and construction of 
hierarchical optimization problems should be conducted by 
designers who have expert knowledge and experience, not be 
automatically conducted by computers. Using the proposed 
method, carefully constructed hierarchical design optimization 
problems and optimization procedures can be successfully 
applied to similar types of product optimization problems.  
The proposed method enables a detailed examination of the 
correspondence between the final relationships of the design 
criteria at the highest hierarchical level, and the details in the 
Pareto solutions obtained in lower levels. Such fine-grained 
analysis of the optimized results at each level of the 
hierarchical optimization problem is made possible by using the 
data stored at each hierarchical level. This facilitates deeper 
insight into the design optimization results, and reveals and 
clarifies the core characteristics and pivotally important points 
of the design formulation. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We proposed a machine products design optimization 
method for initially obtaining product design solutions based on 
hierarchical construction of product design optimization 
problems, and then achieving breakthrough of optimum design 
solutions based on selection of essential factors in the product 
design. The proposed design optimization method has the 
following features and advantages: 
(1) The global optimum solution can be more effectively 
obtained. 
(2) A deeper understanding of the optimization problem 
yields insight into the dynamics of optimal solution outcomes. 
(3) Based on tentative result solutions, improvements 
and guidelines for obtaining superior solutions can be 
iteratively integrated into more sophisticated models of the 
optimization problem. 
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